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1. Key development issues and rationale for Bank involvement 

Key Land Administration Issues:   

The Structure of Property Rights in Kosovo: The holding of real property in Kosovo is often 
described as falling into three categories: private, socially-owned, and state. According to this 
classification scheme, private property includes properties belonging to natural persons, 
companies or religious entities. Socially owned property included properties belonging to 
socially owned enterprises. State land includes properties belonging to municipalities and central 
government for the use of public facilities, such as roads, schools, hospitals, administrative 
buildings and military and police installations. Publicly-owned Enterprises, mostly public 
utilities such as the Kosovo Electricity Company, may also own land.    

Apartment registration.  The United Nation’s Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) created the Kosovo 
Cadastre Agency (KCA) in 2000 to set cadastre policy and oversee the Municipal Cadastre 
Offices (MCO).  In 20031 UNMIK promulgated the Cadastre law and KCA was devolved to the 
Provisional Institutions of Self Government. MCOs are expected to establish new immovable 
property records, update and maintain them. However, neither the KCA nor MCOs had the 
capacity to administer the registries and issue property titles, including the norms to register 
State-Owned Enterprises’ apartment buildings. Moreover, apartment mortgage registration was 
hampered because the Immovable Property Rights Registry (IPRR) system lacked some 

1 Under the Cadastre Law, Law 2003/25, December 4, 2003. 
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applications, including one to record apartment mortgages. Since then, to palliate these gaps, 
registration is done in both computerized and paper records, with the latter registering apartment 
mortgages and liens.  

Incomplete real property records. In 2006 it was estimated that Kosovo had around 600,000 
buildings (including houses) of all types with about 250,000 of them in rural areas—and most of 
them were unrecorded. Although a legal basis for apartment registration exists, the guidelines 
were missing. As a result, the current practice is not to register apartments in the automated 
IPRR, and virtually all apartments are outside this official register.  Local and international banks 
that operate in Pristina report that there is a strong consumer demand for loans secured by 
apartments, and that one of the main obstacles to expanding lending is the absence of apartment 
registration in the IPRR system.  Furthermore, because sales of apartments are not registered, the 
Government is unable to realize the potentially significant revenues that could accrue from 
levying taxes on the registration of transactions and mortgages.   

Cadastre Development Strategy now in place. In the fall of 2008, and at the request of the 
donors, KCA prepared the Kosovo Cadastre Development Strategy  for 2009-2011, though based 
on a longer term vision.  The Strategy’s objectives are three-fold: (i) Improvement in the legal 
and institutional framework for cadastre in Kosovo; (ii) Efficient operation of advanced 
information technology; and (iii) Improvement of the cadastral services for clients. The strategy 
was endorsed by the Government of Kosovo in December 2008.  Subsequently, KCA prepared a 
Business Plan (BP), which was approved by the Government in June 2009, and will be supported 
by the Kosovo Consolidated Budget (KCB) and donors. The proposed Real Estate Cadastre and 
Registration Project supports activities in the BP. The implementation plan  has been prepared 
and will be updated during the course of implementation. 

Remaining Challenges 

Though some progress has been made to date, there are several important medium and long-term 
challenges which need to be addressed in a sustained and systematic way, to ensure protection of 
property rights for all legitimate owners, and to promote the development of land and property 
markets. These more immediate challenges span the full spectrum of land administration issues, 
and include:   

• The need to address all remaining conflict-related claims for private properties including 
commercial and agriculture land.  This is the mandate of the Kosovo Property Agency, 
which has received more than 40,000 claim and already resolved 54% of them; 

• The need to address the incomplete and unreliable nature of land and property records, and 
the completion of verification of records already in the MCOs; 

• The need to initiate and complete the registration of apartments; 
• The need to clarify the legal framework for cadastre and land registration, and ensure 

coherence and consistency in the application of the law; 
• The need for institutional reform to ensure that the property rights institutions (the KCA 

and MCOs) have the adequate institutional capacity to implement the property rights 
regime; 

• The need to formulate and implement broader land policies to ensure full functioning of 
land and property markets.  



Addressing all of these issues probably will take at least 10 years. Therefore, the sequencing of 
reform is essential. Because of limited funding and the weakness of the legal and institutional 
framework, but recognizing the KCA’s ownership of its Strategy and Business Plan, the team 
suggests focusing the project in support of three critical areas: (i) municipal land administration; 
(ii) organizational reform of the KCA and establishing national surveying infrastructure; and (iii) 
project management, training, and public outreach. 

Rationale for Bank Involvement: 

The Bank is, or has been, involved in implementing cadastre and land administration projects in 
much of the ECA Region. These projects have had a marked beneficial impact on real estate 
market development and the experiences gained elsewhere can benefit Kosovo. Furthermore, in 
Kosovo, the ongoing Business Environment Technical Assistance (BETA) Grant (P088045) 
supports the cadastre as well as enhancement of the business environment and the proposed 
project builds on this experience.  

Proposed Project Objective 

The project development objective is to help develop land and property markets and improve 
tenure security.   

Proposed Project Description 

The proposed project will include the following components: 

Component A: Municipal Land Administration. The component supports improving the 
capacity of MCOs to deliver services with two subcomponents: A1: Detailed design and 
rehabilitation of the MCOs; and A2: Systematic registration in the Kosovo Cadastre Land 
Information System (KCLIS).  

Component B: KCA Institutional Framework. This component supports two subcomponents: 
B1: KCA Institutional Reform; and B2: upgrading KCA technical infrastructure, which will 
finance the Continuous Operating Reference Network  and a KCA Hotline for MCOs and clients.  
 
Component C: Project Management, Training, and Public Outreach. The component will 
support KCA to manage the project, monitor/evaluate the program’s effectiveness, as well as 
build its management and other skills. Three subcomponents will support these efforts: (i) 
Project Management and donor coordination; (ii) training; and (iii) public outreach activities 
including social assessments, public awareness campaigns, and client surveys. 

2. Safeguard policies that might apply 

The project might finance investments for activities related to minor rehabilitation works of 
small building offices for MCO and KCA in Kosovo. The OP/BP 4.01 Environmental 
Assessment Policy will be triggered (EIA category “B”) and the Borrower has prepared and 
disclosed a site-specific Environmental Management Plan that will highlight the mitigation 
measures of any likely environmental impacts that might appear during the rehabilitation works. 
The EMP has been disclosed in country and at the Infoshop before the appraisal of the project.   



Other than the renovation of office space, the project will not support civil works, land 
conversion, resource extraction, or any activities that could potentially damage the environment. 
Each contract for civil works under the project will be subject to screening for environmental 
impacts by the responsible environment entity. All bidding documents will include measures to 
minimize or mitigate environmental damage. Standard operating procedures will include 
measures applying to construction in general, such as measures to control dust, noise, and traffic 
at construction sites and guidelines for controlling erosion and clean-up after construction. The 
project will not support land acquisition and associated involuntary resettlement.  
 
Tentative financing 

Source: ($m.) 
Borrower/Recipient 1.61 
IDA Credit 12.25 

Total 13.86 

3. Contact point: 

Name: Ms. Cora Melania Shaw 
Title: Senior Agricultural Economist 
Tel:  (202) 473-9263 
Fax:  (202) 614-9263 
Email: Cshaw1@worldbank.org 
 


